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Cooking and Carbon Expert Workshop, Gener-
ating carbon credits from cooking, November 
2005, University of Oxford 
Philip Mann, Senior Researcher– Energy in Developing 
Countries, Environmental Change Institute, University 
of Oxford, 

http://www.eci.ox.ac.uk/lowercf/cookingcarbon.html
mailto:philip.mann@eci.ox.ac.uk
mailto:PCIAonline@yahoo.com
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PARTNER SPOTLIGHT XĐGTZ 

 

Each quarter, the PCIA Bulletin highlights one or more Partners who are reducing women and chil-

mailto:verena.brinkmann@GTZ.de
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the monitoring methodology approved under the 
Small Scale CDM project category. [1: The approved 

monitoring methodology allows either metering of each biogas 
plant, which would be quite extensive to install and mon.414  Tc 0d(0aor)-9(i)2(ng)-4( meth)j( meth414 -1.21049 Td
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the 15 MW limit allowed by the Small Scale 
methodology and would have needed a waiver from 
the CDM Executive Board. The argument favoring this 
approach is that BSP-Nepal had all the features of a 
small-scale project: household level technology with 
tremendous social and development benefits, that 
surpasses the 15 MW(W)-it not because of the size of 
the individual systems but because of the possibility 
of bundling a very large number of systems, a 
scenario not envisioned by the Small Scale 



http://www.aepcnepal.org
http://cdm.unfccc.int/Projects/DNV-CUK1131002343.1/view.html
http://cdm.unfccc.int/Projects/DNV-CUK1132666829.52/
http://cdm.unfccc.int/Projects/DNV-CUK1132671435.09/
mailto:Tom.morton@climatecare.org
http://www.climatecare.org/
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way to reduce emissions. The PDD must show what 
the emissions would have been in the absence of 

mailto:nfo@reap-canada.com
http://www.reap-canada.com/
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http://ehs.sph.berkeley.edu/krsmith/publications/00_smith_3.pdf
http://www.unu.edu/unupress/food/8F141e/8F141E0b.htm
http://www.worldenergy.org/wec-geis/publications/default/launches/rural/report_info.asp
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PM and CO exceeded Mongolian national standards 
for 24-hour concentrations more than three-fold in 
each case. The indoor pollutant levels also exceeded 
WHO air quality guidelines and U.S. EPA standards.  

It is possible that high levels of ambient air pollution 
are largely responsible for the high indoor pollutant 
levels, a topic for future studies. See the full report: 
http://wbln0018.worldbank.org/esmap/site.nsf/
files/313-05+Mongolia+IAP+090905_for_Web.pdf/
$FILE/313-05+Mongolia+IAP+090905_for_Web.pdf  

Indoor Air Pollution: Update on the Impatts 
of Household Solid Fuels 
Kirk R. Smith; Environment Matters, The World Bank 
Group, Annual Review July 2004– June 2005. 

This brief article by Dr. Kirk Smith gives a summary 
of current understanding of the impacts of solid fuel 
combustion on human health, the challenges in 
achieving (and measuring) improvements in health 
through reductions in risk factors, and the potential 
role for liquid fuels to reduce emissions of small 
particulates that are considered to be most 
damaging to health and to play an important role in 
climate change. Available at:        
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/
INTRANETENVIRONMENT/214578-
1128104496469/20669343/7IndoorAirPollutionbyKir

http://www.who.int/indoorair/
http://www.cnrre.org.cn/
http://www.ieiglobal.org/vol9_issue3.html
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTRANETENVIRONMENT/214578-1128104496469/20669343/7IndoorAirPollutionbyKirkRSmith.pdf
http://www.probec.org/docs/QuestionnaireAssessment.pdf 
http://www.who.int/indoorair/publications/energyhealthinfo/en/index.html 
http://wbln0018.worldbank.org/esmap/site.nsf/files/313-05+Mongolia+IAP+090905_for_Web.pdf/$FILE/313-05+Mongolia+IAP+090905_for_Web.pdf
http://www.rff.org/rff/rff_press/bookdetail.cfm?outputID=8213
http://www.who.int/indoorair/info/presentations/en/index.html
http://www.who.int/indoorair/interventions/training/en/index.html

